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1. INTRODUCTION 
The majority of this paper is devoted to alternative rings with idempotent 
and characteristic f2. In Section 2 we first establish identities that hold in a free 
ring of this sort. We then use these identities to obtain nonzero elements in the 
nucleus and in the commutative center. In Section 3 we apply our results for a 
free ring to show that any alternative ring with idempotent and characteristic 
#2 must have nonzero nucleus. As a virtual corollary, alternative rings with 
d.c.c. on two-sided ideals and characteristic f2 also have nonzero nucleus. 
In the final section we use a different approach to show there is likewise a nonzero 
nucleus in an alternative algebra with a finitely generated nil radical. 
We assume the reader is familiar with some of the elementary identities that 
hold in alternative rings. In particular, we point out the skew-symmetry of 
F(w, *> y, 2) = (wx, y9 4 - x(ww, y, 4 - (x, y, z ) w, and the semi- Jacobi identity 
[xy, Z] = x[y, ZC] + [x, z]y + 3(x, y, a). We also make use of 
4% y, 4 = (x, YXI 4, (1) 
(Y> z, wx) + ([Y, 4, w, 4 = W(Y, z, 4 + (Y, z, 4x9 (2) 
which are consequences of the skew-symmetry of F(w, x, y, x). 
We further remind the reader that an alternative ring R with idempotent e 
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has a Peirce decomposition into a direct sum of submodules R = RI1 @ R,, @ 
4, 0 Roe , where exij = ixij , xiie = jx,$ . Moreover, it can be shown that 
Ri&kL C ai?sRit 1 except R,?Rij C Rji . In addition, x:~ = 0 for i # j, so that 
elements of Rij anticommute. 
Finally, throughout we let N denote the nucleus of an alternative ring R, 
and C its center. It is known that [N, R] C N and [N, (R, R, R)] = 0. 
2. FREE RINGS WITH IDEMPOTENT 
A. Identities 
In this section we assume R to be a free alternative ring with idempotent e. 
Let x, y, z be arbitrary elements of R,, , and v be any permutation of x, y, z. 
Then 
(44 T(Y)) 44 = kn 4@Yh 
+MY) 44) = (w 4 x (~4, 
are consequences of the alternative identities and the anticommutativity of R,, . 
Suppose we take arbitrary elements a, 6, c, d, f in R, . Then 0 = (df, c, ub) + 
(4 c, df) = NdfW4 - W[441 + K+l@!!) - WkWl = Wlfl(W - 
(Wc(df)l + [(+l(df) - (4%Wl, that is, 
Thus the permutation (ad&) changes the left-hand side of (3) to the negative 
of the right-hand side. By applying this permutation five times in succession we 
discover that twice the left-hand side of (3) must be zero. At this point we add 
the hypothesis that 2x = 0 implies x = 0, so that in fact 
WlfW) = (ab)Wf)l. (4) 
Since (cd)f E R, and c(df) E R,, , the left-hand side of (4) equals -((cd)f, a, b) = 
(a, (cd)f, b), while the right-hand side of (4) equals (a, b, c(df)) = -(u, c(df), b). 
Thus (4) can be rewritten as 
[&Wllb = 4kW)l~l~ (5) 
and also as 
(a, (4.f + f(4, 4 = 0. (6) 
This identity has some very interesting consequences, but before taking these 
up we shall show that the identity fails to hold when the characteristic of R is 
not restricted. The example we indicate arises from an alternative ring generated 
by an idempotent e and elements xi E R,, for 1 < i < 5. The critical computa- 
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tion occurs when we consider words of length five in the xi with no generator 
repeated. Hence we set to sero all words of greater length, and also all other words 
with repeated generators. 
The words of length one are of course e and xi for 1 < i < 5. For words of 
length two we can choose as basis xixj with 1 < i <j < 5. The anticommu- 
tativity of R,, yields relations which connect all the other words of length two in 
terms of these. For words of length three we can take as basis (xfxj)xli and 
Xi(+%), where 1 < i <j < k < 5 with previously mentioned identities 
yielding relations that allow us to express all other words of length three in terms 
of these. 
It is somewhat more complicated to reduce all words of length four to a basis. 
Since we do not actually need these relations, we omit the details. However, it 
is important to know that all words of length four do not reduce to zero. To show 
this we can take the Cayley vector matrix algebra as our model. There 
el,[(el,fio)gn,] = e,,(g,,g,,) = else,,,, = e,, # 0. Hence this must certainly be the 
case in the free alternative ring with idempotent, and so with our example as well. 
Now let us consider the words of length five which have survived thus far. 
Some words turn out to be zero because of the multiplication rules for sub- 
modules. Thus 
We also have the following relations: [[x1(xzxs)]xp]x6 = (x4x5)[x1(x2xa)], 
N%%&%)1 x5 = -~5[(X1x2)(x3x4)1~ kKw3) %I1 x5 = @2x3) %lh%)~ 
XJ[X2(%Xd %I = hQM~3%)1~ x&~&w&~11 = Kwp) 4&4 These 
follow from the alternative identities and the anticommutativity of Ri, and R,, . 
At this point we introduce further relations among the remaining words of 
length five. Thus we set all words of the form [(tlw)x](ya) equal to each other, 
and hence, equal to q. Also all words of the form u[(wx)(yz)] are set equal to 4, 
while all words of the form (uw)[x(yz)] are set equal to zero. 
Since we are assuming 1 + 1 = 0, we may now verify 
P = xJxz(x3 9 x4 ) %)I = la% , x3 9 X4)1% = (x1 > x2 , X3)(X4%) 
-- x1(x2x3 T x4 , x5) = x1(x2 9 x3x4 7 4 = %(X2 , x3 , X4%) 
= ( x1x2 ) x3 , X4)% = 6% > -%x3 Y X4)X5 = (x1 1 x2 , X3X4)% 
== ( XIX2 ) x3x4 , %I = (x1x2 > x3 Y x4x5) = cxl , x2x3 J x4x5) 
== ((x1x2)x3 3 x4 , x.5) = 6% 9 @2X3)X4 1 x5) = (x1 3 x2 ) (X3X4)%)7 
and 
o = (x1x2)(x3, x4 > x6) = x1[(x2 , x3 , x4)x5] = [(x1 I x2 , x3)x4]x5 
=- (.%(x2x3), x4 , x5) = 6% T %(X3X4)~ x5) = (x1 3 x2 > X3(X4%)). 
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Thus we find by inspection that all alternators involving words of length five 
vanish. However, it is obvious that identities (4) (5), and (6) are not satisfied in 
this alternative ring. 
This result has implications for the free alternative ring with idempotent and 
sufficiently many generators. For let a, b, c, d, f E R,,-, be otherwise free (arising 
from generators). Then an element which takes the form of the left-hand side of 
(6) becomes a torsion element of order 2. 
B. Nucleus 
Henceforth we assume characteristic f2, so (4)-(6) are valid, and now we 
proceed to exploit these identities. In particular, let us define the element 
n = a,,b,,, 0 clod,,, , where a,, , b,,, E R,, , cn, , d,, E R,, , and where x o y = 
xy + yx. Consider (n, ysO, zoo), for arbitrary yoO, zoo E Z?, . Since we can 
replace aolbol by xl0 and clodlo by xol , then h yoo , G) = (xl0 0 xol , yoo , xoo) = 
x10 o (x01 9 Yoo T zoo) + x01 o (x10, Yoo ! zoo) = 0. These last equalities follow from 
linearized F(x, X, y o. , zoo) = 0 and standard arguments about associators which 
are known to vanish in alternative rings with idempotent. A similar argument can 
be used to prove (n, R,, , R,,) = 0. Next we can utilize (6) to show (n, ylo , zro) = 
(xlo(clo40) + (cl,dro)xro , ylo , zio) = 0, for arbitrary ylo , xl0 E R,, . Then using 
the identity which corresponds to (6) for R,, , it can be proved analogously that 
(n, Z&i , R,,) = 0. Finally, since n E R,, + R, , any other associator involving n 
must necessarily be zero, so that we now assert: 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a free alternative ring with idempotent and charac- 
teristic f2. Then n = a,,b,, 0 clod,, is in the nucleus of R. 
While Albert [I] has observed that an element of the form possessed by n 
must commute with all elements of R,, and Roe , an example of Kleinfeld [3] 
shows that it need not commute with all elements of R,, . Hence, in general, and 
in free rings with idempotent in particular, all elements of the form n will not be 
in the commutative center of the ring. 
Through Theorem 1 we have already obtained a way to generate nuclear 
elements in R,, + R,, of degree four. We next show how to obtain nuclear 
elements in R,, (or Rol), also of degree four. Since we have mentioned that 
[N, R] C N, we can generate nuclear elements of higher degree by commutation. 
We have not been able to find any nuclear elements of degree three. Incidentally 
xi0 0 ylozlo is not one of them, although it comes close. It has been demonstrated 
[3] that in general (xl0 oylozlo , a,, , b,,) f 0. 
If an element is to belong to N,, = N n R,, , then (n,,, e, x,~) = 0 = -n,oxlo = 
%o%o . Conversely, if tloR,, = 0, then t,, E N,, , for 0 = (xii, ylo , t,,) = 
(xl0 , tloJ ylo) = (xl0 , ho , yol) = (ho , yloT xoo) = (ho , xol, Yap), all by expansion. 
Since all other pertinent associators are already known to be zero, this establishes 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an element to belong to N,, . 
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If h c, 4f E R,, , then we claim that 
P = Wlf 1 - 4Mf PI + 4U%l - f KWI E 4, - (7) 
Let a E R,, . If we combine (5) with the fact that (cd)f E R, and ab E R,, , then 
4[4df Ml = [4(4fllb = (a, (cd)f, 4 = -(a, 6, (4f) = ~[~[(cd)f II. Thus 
we have shown that 
4Wf WI = 4W)f II. (8) 
Then up = u[b[(cd)f] - [d(fb)]c + d[(fb)c] - [b(cd)]f], using (8) twice. Hence 
UP = a[--(& df) - (d,fh c)] = -4(fb, c, d) + (f, b, cd)]. However (fb, c, d) + 
(f, b, cd) = [(@)c]d - (@)(cd) + (fb)(cd) -f [b(d)] = 0, using &,R,, = 0 = 
R,,R,, . Thus we have established that up = 0, for all a E RI, . This implies that 
p belongs to N,, , as asserted in (7) so we have proved: 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a free ulternutive ring with idempotent and characteristic 
f2. Then 
nlo = hoko4o)fiol - c,oMofio)hol + 4o[(f&ohol - fdboc,o)4ol 
is in the nucleus of R. 
We now show by means of an example that over fields of characteristic #2, 
if 6, c, d, f E R,, are free, then Theorem 2 yields nonzero nuclear elements. Let n 
be any permutation of b, c, d, f and set 
[4@(44 +Wl n(f) = (sgn 41, 
(44 44)W) 4f )) = 0 
44K4c) 44) 4f )I = w-l 44. 
Since [(WGO)RIOIRIO C ROORIO = 0, and &,[R1,(&,R1,)l C R,,R,, = 0, we 
have determined all relations for words of length four with different letters. 
We have observed previously that such words of length four do not vanish 
universally in the Cayley vector matrix algebra, even though in that algebra it 
turns out that N,, = 0. It is now easy to verify the alternative identities for words 
of length four. Also, b[(cd)f] - c[(df)b] + d[(fb)c] - f [(bc)d] = 4q # 0. Thus, 
provided I + 1 # 0, Theorem 2 will yield a nonzero element in N,, for free 
elements 6, c, d, f E R,, . 
C. Commutative Center 
We now go after some other elements which are always in the commutative 
center of a free alternative ring with idempotent. Let us take any seven elements 
of R,, and denote them by a, b, c, d, f, g, h. Then (4) implies that (c, d, f) and ab 
anticommute. Similarly, (c, d, f) and gh anticommute. For any three anti- 
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commuting elements X, y, z the alternative identities imply that +)(rr(y) r(z)) = 
(sgn n) I and (n(x) V(Y)) V(Z) = (sgn rr)(xy)z. However, both (c, d,f)(ab) 
and gh are elements of R,, , so they also anticommute. Thus for x = (c, d,f), 
y = a6 and z = gh we have the further relation (xy).z = --z(xy). These iden- 
tities establish linear dependence relations among all the words of length three 
in X, y and a. In particular, it follows that 
(c, d,f) anticommutes with (ab)(gh) for all a, 6, c, d, f, g, h R,, . (9) 
We denote x 3 y in case x - y can be expressed as a sum of elements in 
RfoRFo . Then the Teichmiiller identity, which holds in any ring, says that 
~(6, g, h) + (a, 6, g)h = (ah g, h) - (a, bg, h) + (a, 6, gh). Since (4 g, h) = 
-(ub)(gh) = 0, then ~(6, g, 6) = -(a, 6, g)h. But then -(a, 6, g)h = (6, a, g)h = 
-6(u, g, 6). Thus ~(6, g, 6) G --h(b, g, a) = (6, 6, g)u = (6, g, h)a. Hence 
[(b, g, h), a] = 0. By (9) this means (c, d,f) anticommutes with [(b, g, h), a]. But 
then [(c, 4f) 0 (6, g, h), al = (c, 4f) 0 [(hg, h), ~1 + (kg, h) 0 [(c, 4.0, al = 0. 
However, (c, 4 f) 0 (6, g, h) = 2(c, 4 f)V, g, 4 since it was observed by Albert 
[I] that elements of R&R,, are in the center of R,, , and that elements of R1,R& 
are in the center of R,, . Using characteristic f2 we obtain 
[(c, 4 f)@, g, h), 4 = 0. 
In addition, using the observation of Albert just mentioned, it can be easily 
shown that (c, d,f)(b, g, 6) commutes with both R,, and R,, . 
Next let us select x E Rol , y E R,, and z E R,, . Then (u6)y E RoIR,,,, = 0. 
Also (ub)z = -(a.~)6 + u(6.z + x6) = u(z6) E Rf,, . Hence [(ab)c]x = - [(ub)x]c + 
(ub)(xc + cx) E R$ . Since, as noted earlier, (4) implies (d,f, g) anticommutes 
with all elements in R$ , this shows that (d,f, g) anticommutes with [(ub)c]x = 
(a, 6, c)x. Next y(u6) = (uy)b E Rf,, , while z(u6) = 0, so that x[u(bc)] = 
-u[x(bc)] + (ax + xu)(bc) E Rfo . Hence (d,f, g) anticommutes with x[u(bc)] = 
-~(a, 6, c). Consequently, (d, f, g) 0 [(a, 6, c), x] = 0. But then 
[(a, 6, 4 0 (4 fi g), 4 = (a, 6, c) 0 [(d, f, g), xl + (4 f, g) 0 [(a, 6, 4 4 = 0. 
This shows 2[(u, 6, c)(d,f, g), X] = 0, so [(a, 6, c)(d,f, g), X] = 0. Therefore we 
have established: 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a free alternative ring with idempotent and characteristic 
#2. Then ho , 61, , lo c )(dI,, , fro , g,,) is in the commutative center of R. 
We now rewrite (7) as 
b(c, 4-f) - c&f, 4 + d(f, 6, c) - f (4 c, 4 = n,o E Wo > (11) 
and multiply (11) through on the right by (a, g, h). Using the Teichmuller 
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identity and the fact that [N, (R, R, R)] = 0, we obtain +,(a, g, h) = (n~$, g, h) = 
-(anlo T gj h) = -(a, g, Oh0 = -n,,(a, g, h). Thus n,,(a, g, h) = 0; that is, 
0 = b(c, d,f)(a, g, h) - c(d,f, b)(a, g, h) + d(f, b, cc4 g> 4 - f(b, c, a4 g7 4. 
Since in alternative rings with characteristic f3 the commutative center and 
center are identical, this leads to: 
THEOREM 4. In every free alternative ring with idempotent, of characteristic 
#2, 3 and at least four generators, any four elements of R,, satisfy the dependence 
relation over the center indicated by (12). 
Proof. The free generators lead to three free elements c, d, f E R,, . Then 
(c, d, f)” # 0, since one can find such elements in the Cayley vector matrix 
algebra. Now using Theorem 3 and (12) we get the desired result. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In [a a modified example of G. V. Dorofeev gives rise to an alternative nil 
algebra that has zero nucleus. As a first application of the results obtained for 
free rings in Section 2, we show that no such example can exist for alternative 
rings with idempotent. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be un alternative ring of characteristic f2 with idempotent 
e # 0. Then the nucleus N of R cannot be zero. 
Proof. Assume N = 0. Then as a result of Theorem 1 we have uolb,, 0 
Cl040 = 0. Hence, using the directness of the Peirce decomposition, we obtain 
@olbo&odlo) = 0 = hodlo)(~olbod (13) 
Let k = xlo( ylo~lo)+ ( yl~lo)xlo = cl1 + do0 . As a result of (6), (4, , k Rio) = 0. 
Also, (sol , k, boll = (a,, 7 ~11 + do, , hod = (~01 , ~11 t boll + (~01 > do, , boll = 
-(cl1 3 sol 1 bo,) - (a,, > bo, , do,) = cn(ao,bo,) - @o,bo,)doo = +o,boJ - 
(uolbol)k = [k, u,,b,,]. But since the semi- Jacobi identity implies [p 0 q, r] = 
-1~ 0 rj PI - [r 0 P, ~1, we have [k ~o~boIl = [xl0 ~~~~~~~~ ~oIboIl = ~~~~~~~ 0 
a,$,, > ~101 - Lao@,, 0 xi0 , ylozlo] = 0, using (13) and the anticommutativity of 
4, . Thus (Ro, , k, Roll = 0. Moreover (k a,, , b,) = (xl0 0 ylozlo , aoo , boo) = 
xl0 0 (ylo~lo, a,, boo) + ylo~lo 0 ho, a,, booI = 0, and similarly (k all, 4,) =O. 
We now have enough information to conclude that k E N. Hence 
Similarly, 
~10(Y10%0) = 0 = (Y10~10)“10~ (14) 
aodbo,coJ = 0 = (bo,co&o, . (15) 
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Next let s = a,,bOr + b,,a,, = cl1 + d,,, . Then [s, xloylO] = [a,, o be, , 
%OYlOl = -Pen o %OYlO 9 %I - [XlOY r0 0 a,, , b,J = 0, using the anticommuta- 
tivity of %I and (14). Hence (xloj s, ylo) = (xloy cl1 + 4,) ylo) = (xlo, cll, ylo) + 
ho9 do07 YLO) = -@lo, Y 10 7 Cll> - (do07 30, YlO) = -(~loYloh1+ d00(~10Y10) = 
--(~r~yr~)s + s(~~~yr~) = [s, xloylo] = 0. Using (15) we can similarly show 
P o1 , s, R,,) = 0. Also, using the Teichmiiller identity it can be easily checked 
that (s, Rll , Rll) = 0 = (s, R,, , R,,). It then follows that s E N, and so s = 0. 
Therefore 
a,&,, = 0 = b,,u,, . (16) 
Now (16) implies ho , yol , xl01 = 0, so that 0 = (xl0 , zlo , yol) = (xl,,zlo)yol . 
Thus (~10%0)Y01 = 0 = ~~~~~~~~~~~~ and also (~lo~lo)wlo = 0 = wlo(~lo~lo) by 
(14). This suffices to put xloxlo in N, for now 0 = (x~,-,.z~~ , yol , woo) = 
( ~~~~~~ , yol , wii) = (wro , xlozlo , yor). Similarly, one can show xolzol must be in 
N. Hence 
At this point (16) and (17) suffice to show xl0 and xol must be in N. Thus 
R,, = 0 = Rol . But then it becomes obvious that e itself is in N. This means 
e = 0, a contradiction. This contradiction resulted from assuming N = 0. 
Consequently N # 0, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 6. If R # 0 is un alternative ring with d.c.c. on two-sided ideals and 
has characteristic #2, then R has nonzero nucleus. 
PYOO~. Assume N = 0. Then since from [2] we know [x, y]” E N, it must be 
that [x, y14 = 0 for all X, y E R. In particular, this means R is a PI-ring. Thus 
if R is nil, then by Theorem K of [5], R is nilpotent. But in this case Rn-l # 0 
is contained in the nucleus of R, where n is the index of nilpotency for R. Hence 
we may consider that R is not nil so that the nil radical K of R is properly 
contained in R. Now since [x, y]” = 0 for all X, y E R, we also know from [2] 
that K consists of all the nilpotent elements in R. In particular, this means R/K 
is commutative, and in a commutative ring right ideals are actually two-sided 
ideals. Thus R/K # 0 has d.c.c. on right ideals. But then by Proposition 4.8(e) 
of [4], R itself must have a nonzero idempotent. This means by Theorem 5 that 
N # 0, a contradiction. Since the contradiction arises from assuming R has zero 
nucleus, this completes the proof of the theorem. 
We recall that it was Albert who characterized simple alternative rings with 
idempotent [l]. Using the Peirce decomposition he constructed a number of 
ideals which first established the hypothesis of the next theorem. It gives a 
somewhat different perspective and also shortens the argument when viewed as 
an application of Section 2. 
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THEOREM 7. Let A be an alternative ring with idempoterzt e # 0 and charac- 
teristic #2, 3. If R satisfies the conditions 
(i) RiiRii = Rji when i # j, 
(ii) RijRji = Rii when i fj, 
(iii) the center of R is either zero or a$eld of scalars for R, 
then R must be a Cayley vector matrix algebra over its center. 
Proof. Let n be an arbitrary nuclear element and decompose n as n = 
n, + nr,, + no1 + n, . Then [n, e] = no1 - n,, is in N, and commuting this 
element with e again we see that n,, + n,, is also in N. Thus both nn, and n,, 
must be in N. Now we have observed before that n,,R,, = 0 = Roln,, . Hence 
the semi- Jacobi identity shows that [noI , %YOll = %IhI ) YOJ + 
bO1 , ~,,i] yol = 0. Utilizing (i), this implies [noi , R,,J = 0. Using the semi- 
Jacobi identity once more, then [n,, , xloyol] = x,,[n,, , y&j + [n,, , xlJ yol = 0 
implies [nor , R,,] = 0 because of (ii). Since e is an element of R,, , it then follows 
that [no,, e] = 0, so that no1 = 0. Similarly it can be established that nio = 0. 
Thus every nuclear element of R must be of the form n = n,, + no0 . At this 
point [n, xl01 = [nll + no0 , xi,] belongs to both N and R,, , hence must be 
zero. Similarly [n, x,;l = 0. But then the semi-Jacobi identity and (ii) can be 
used to establish [n, R,J = 0 = [n, R,,]. Thus nucleus and center coincide, 
and n = c is contained in R,, + Ri,, . 
Now if R,,(R,,R,,) = 0, then R,,Rol = 0, so that R,, = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence there exist elements xl0 , ylo , zro such that xro( ylo~lo) # 0. By (i) we can 
replace xl0 by a sum of elements of the form a,,b,, . Then Theorem 1 implies 
that xl0 0 ylo .a 1o must be in N = C. If this center element were zero, then because 
of the directness of the Peirce decomposition we would have x,,(y,,~,,) = 0, a 
contradiction. Thus (iii) implies that C must be a field of scalars for R. If 1 is the 
identity element for C C R, then by assumption lx = x = xl for all x E R, 
so 1 is an identity element for R. Furthermore it is obvious now that 1 - e is 
an identity element for R,, , and acts appropriately on the other submodules of 
the Peirce decomposition as well. 
At this point, since xloyol = (xi0 0 yol)e, it follows that R,, is a one-dimen- 
sional vector space over C, using the basis element e and of course utilizing (ii) 
and Theorem 1. Analogously R, is a one-dimensional subspace over C with 
basis 1 - e. Suppose now that wio is an arbitrary element of RIO . Then we can 
substitute into (12) as follows: b = wlo , c = a = xi0 , d = g = ylo , and 
f = h = zro . Since (xl0 , ylo , 21o)2 = [xl0 0 y10~10]2 is the square of a nonzero 
center element, it must be nonzero and in the center. This dependence relation 
can be solved for wlo , resulting in wro being a linear combination of xl0 , ylo and 
zro over C. Moreover it can be readily shown that xi0 , ylo and zio are linearly 
independent over C by multiplying any supposed dependence relation by 
xloylo , x,,z,, and ylozlo . A similar argument will work for R,, , since we can 
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modify our original elements in such a way that xl0 0 yr+zr,, = 1. In fact, it 
turns out that for this choice of elements, xloylo , xlozlo and yrozlo satisfy the 
usual table for the Cayley vector matrix algebra. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
4. ALGEBRAS WITH FINITELY GENERATED RADICAL 
As already noted, an example exists of an alternative nil algebra with zero 
nucleus. The following result shows that such an algebra cannot be finitely 
generated. 
THEOREM 8. Let R # 0 be an alternative algebra over a Jield F. If the nil 
radical of R isjnitely generated, then R has nonzero nucleus. 
Proof. Assume that the nucleus N of R is zero. Then since from [2] we know 
[x, y]” E N, we must have [x, y14 = 0 for all x, y E R. In particular R is a PI-ring, 
so that from [6] the nil radical K of R is locally nilpotent. Since by assumption K 
is finitely generated, K must then be nilpotent and consequently also finite 
dimensional over F. In addition, because [x, y]4 = 0, we know from [2] that the 
nilpotent elements of R form an ideal, which must be precisely K. This means, 
in particular, that R/K is commutative. But from [6], in a commutative alter- 
native ring (x, y, x)” = 0. Thus (x, y, x)2 E K, so that actually (x, y, z) E K for 
all x, y, z E R. 
Now if K = 0, then (x, y, z) = 0 implies R # 0 is N, a contradiction. 
Therefore we can assume K # 0. Let n > 1 be the index of nilpotency for K, 
and set I = Kn-l f 0. Then IK = 0 = KI. We show that for every x E I and 
a, 6, c, d E R: 
a(b, c, x) = (b, c, ax) and (b, c, xa) = (4 c, x>a, (18) 
(a, b, (G 4 2)) = (c, 4 (a, b, x)), (19) 
(a, b, (a, c, 4) = 0. (20) 
By (2) (b, c, ax) = ([b, c], x, a) + a(b, c, x) + (b, c, a)x. Since I is an ideal and 
[b, c]lC KI = 0, then ([b, c], x, a) = 0. Also (b, c, a)x E KI = 0. Thus 
(b, c, ax) = a(b, c, x). Likewise (6, c, xa) = -([b, c], x, a) + x(b, c, a) 4 
(b, c, x)a = (6, c, x)a, which proves (18). Identity (19) follows directly from (I 8). 
To establish (20), we use (1) and (18) after expanding (a, b, (a, c, x)) = 
-(a, (a, c, x), b) = - [a(a, c, x)lb + a[( a, c, x)b] = -(a, ca, xb) + (a, ca, xb) = 0. 
We now consider the following chain of subspaces of the finite-dimensional 
space K: I, = I, I,,, = (R, R, It) for t > 0. Under our hypotheses that N = 0 
and K # 0, we must have I, # 0 for every t. We shall show that this leads to 
a contradiction. By the finite-dimensionality of K there must exist some t such 
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that It = It+l . Then (R, R, It) = I, . We can find a finite set S of elements of R 
such that (S, S, It) = It . If we iterate the relation (S, S, It) = I, the cardinality 
of S times, we obtain that every element of It is a sum of nested associators of 
the form (sl , s2 , (ss , s4 , (... (sZr-l , szT , x)...))), where si E S, r is the cardinality 
of S, and x E It . Among the 2r elements si , at least two are identical. By (19) 
these identical elements can be brought into adjoining associators, and so I, = 0 
by (20). Since this contradiction follows from assuming N = 0, this completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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